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                                                    Units 4,5 & 6 (Intermediate)  

I- Vocabulary  

Unit 4 

Ambition, ambitious, well-paid, badly-paid, reply, apply, apprentice, entrance exam, degree, graduate, 

stressful, likely, driverless, elderly, certainly, definitely, probably, expedition, income, substantial, ethnic, 

wealth, migrate, migration, migrant, settle, idyllic, summit, span, lament, influx, healthcare, paid 

holiday, pay rise, salary, flextime, promotion, pension, discount, bonus, part-time, full-time, wage, 

urban, benefit, energetic, creative, conscientious, methodical, self-confident, available, automation, 

repetitive, clocking on and off, entrepreneur, literacy rate, materialist, work vs. job  

Expressions:  

How likely is it…/ It is likely that../ It is possible that.. / I doubt …./ I think / I don’t think that   

Word building: Prefix “re” : again (retake, reapply, redo, retrain, reread, rewrite 

Making requests: Would you mind + verb + ing / Would it be ok.. / Do you mind + verb + ing / Could you/ 

Can you/  Will you  

Unit 5  

Pedigree, elite, millennium, strict, manuscript, dough, topping, crust, sparkling, status, rival, ingredients, 

ban, obesity, obese, overweight, chew, swallow, avoid, cut down on, cut out, give up, take up, fatty, 

claims, willpower, imaginary, labelled, symbol, specifications, experts, spiral, certified, authentic, 

authenticity, psychology, psychologist, reduce, decrease, baked, boiled, cooked, fried, a sort of, a kind 

of, a type of, made from, taste bland/ hot/spicy/ sweet, a bit like, avoid, get rid of, alert, alertness, harm, 

harmful, harmless, beneficial, benefit, habit-forming, relieve (V), relief(N), neuroscientist, diseases 

(heart disease, blood pressure, asthma), increase, raise, decrease, reduce, pattern, awake 

Portions: clinched fist/ the palm of your hand/ two handfuls/ two fingers  

Phrasal verbs: Cut down on / Cut out / Give up/ Take up/ Look forward to  

Word building: Prefix: over: too much/ Overeating: eating too much/ Overworking: working too much  

Unit 6 

Genuine, background, parasailing, eyelash, wax, drip, drawing pin, workplace, atmosphere, forged, 

fortune, meteorite, diagram, figure, pattern, shape, ground, plug in, stuck, cable, spade, landslide, 

exposed, arrest, spotter, head off, attempt, capture, sample, finance, distinguish, identical, record, solo, 

navigator, genetic profile, turtle, eyewitness, hump, submerge, yard, buoy, likely, unlikely, mystery 

creative, reward,  

Adverbs: Accidentally/ Unfortunately/ Immediately/ Gradually/ Cordially/ Coincidentally/ Deliberately/ 

Roughly   

1. Word focus: so/ as a result 2. Word focus: Long (distance, time, thing)  

 



II- Grammar  

Unit 4 

1. Predictions with will/ may/ might  

will / won’t / may/ may not/ might/ mightn’t + infinitive without to 

will certainly/ definitely/ probably + verb without to  

certainly/ definitely/ probably won’t + verb without to  

2. Future forms:  

- Present simple 

- Present continuous  

- Be going to  

- Will/ won’t  

Unit 5 

1. Modal verbs 

- Obligation: have to /has to/ must 

- No obligation: don’t have to/ doesn’t have to/ 

- Prohibition: mustn’t 

- Permission: can/ be allowed to   

-  No permission: can’t/ isn’t/ aren’t allowed to  

- Recommendation: should/ shouldn’t  

2. First conditional [If + Present simple, future]  

3. When 

As soon as                           

Before                              + present simple, future 

 Unless 

 Until  

 

Unit 6 

1. Purpose: to/ for/ so that  

- To + infinitive 

- For + Noun  

- So that + subject + verb  

2. Modals: (Certainty/ Possibility)  

 


